
















Abstract Measuring the diversity in evolutionary algorithms that work in real-value
search spaces is often computationally complex, but it is feasible; however,
measuring the diversity in combinatorial domains is practically impossible.
Nevertheless, in this paper we propose several practical and feasible diversity-
measurement techniques that are dedicated to ant colony optimization algo-
rithms, leveraging the fact that we can focus on a pheromone table even though
an analysis of the search space is at least an NP problem where the direct out-
comes of the search are expressed and can be analyzed. Besides sketching out
the algorithms, we apply them to several benchmark problems and discuss their
efficacy.
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1. Introduction
Optimization metaheuristics (particularly biologically-inspired techniques) have been
gaining attention for more than three decades (c.f. [6, 32], for example). Such an
approach is supposed to be universal, although critics point to the higher computa-
tion times and larger complexities of the algorithms. However, when facing difficult
problems, it is usually effective to switch from a deterministic approach to stochastic
search and optimization methods [29], which may justify the additional costs. An
excellent overview of ACO methods can be found in [13].
Thus, the metaheuristic methods are often called “methods of last resort” and
should not be used for solving simple tasks for which deterministic methods can be
applied. One must also remember that these methods should not be used because
“they look fancy,” as they consist of managing groups of agents, ants, bees, or other
similar beings [24].
Ant systems are a popular tool for solving many discrete optimization problems;
e.g., the traveling salesman problem (TSP), vehicle routing problem (VRP), graph
coloring problem (GCP) quadratic assignment problem (QAD), and others [14]. In
this article, we present an ant system as a way of expressing the socio-cognitive
behaviors of a population of ants by introducing various ant species that embody
different behaviors from the point of view of their stigmergic interactions.
It is well-known that ant colony optimization algorithms often suffer from pre-
mature convergence and stagnation, which hinders the exploration of the solution
space [12]; therefore, several techniques have been proposed to properly manage the
balance between exploration and exploitation (see, e.g., [5,10]). This sought-after bal-
ance will surely remain one of the most important aspects of metaheuristics research
(population-based research in particular).
Considering population-based metaheuristics like evolutionary algorithms (which
usually work in a continuous space domain), there are many diversity enhancement
techniques like niching [16] or the multi-deme model [3] that, when properly config-
ured, may lead to obtaining a sufficiently diverse population of individuals, balancing
between exploration and exploitation according to a user’s needs and preferences.
In the genetic algorithm (GA), fitness evaluation and selection are directly related
to intensification, and mutation is directly related to diversification. The trade-off
between them can be explicitly controlled by adjusting the mutation rate. In ACO,
pheromone depositing is equivalent to fitness evaluation and edge selection by ants
and is comparable to selection in GA [22].
The proper configuration of certain algorithms that are aimed at enhancing di-
versity and reaching a sought-after balance requires either randomly choosing the
parameters of an algorithm (such as the probabilities and ranges of mutations in evo-
lutionary algorithms) in the trial-and-error process or employing certain measures of
diversity that can be used for having a greater insight into the exploration and ex-
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any analysis of the center of the weight of the population or the variance of the genes
in both genotypic space and phenotypic space can be used (cf. [17,21], for example).
In addition to the original selection defined by Equation (1), Nakamichi and
Arita [22] introduced a mechanism of random selection in which an ant selects a tar-
get city with equal probability (equivalent to the mutation adopted in evolutionary
computation). The rate of random selection continuously adjusts the balance between
exploitation and exploration.
In applying standalone metaheuristic algorithms, it is possible to lose the diver-
sity of the population through premature convergence; thus, the algorithm becomes
stuck in the local optima. Mohsen [19] proposed maintaining a proper balance be-
tween diversification and intensification by combining an ACO algorithm with a sim-
ulated annealing approach and choosing one or another depending on the population
diversity. His measure was based on the fitness of the ants.
Considering a discrete search space (combinatorial in particular), it is not so
easy to compute the diversity or use such a measure in seeking the above-mentioned
balance. This is imposed by the basic difficulty or even impossibility of analyzing
such spaces, which is expressed and well-known as the closest string problem [18].
Thus, we are unable to compute the center of the weight in such spaces (e.g., when
solving the traveling salesman problem) or cluster the results without solving an
NP-hard problem. Therefore, the direct measuring of the diversity in such spaces is
computationally impossible in a reasonable amount of time.
In this paper, we follow the method introduced in [28] by refining the diversity
measurement methods that are devoted to seeking a balance between exploitation and
exploration in ant colony optimization-type algorithms. Of course, we cannot directly
analyze a search space [18]; instead, we focus on analyzing the pheromone table. We
recall and refine three measures based on the pheromone table and apply them to
analyzing the classic ant colony optimization algorithm and several of its variants –
checking its efficacy for different parameters of the algorithm. Thus, the relationship
between the introduced measurement methods and the effectiveness of the algorithm
is checked. This prepares us for analyses of other ACO-like algorithms and devising
auto-adaptive ACO algorithms in the future.
In the next section, the ACO algorithm and its most important variants are
summarized along with its modifications that are aimed at enhancing the diversity of
a search. Next, the diversity measurement techniques are evoked after [28] and refined.
Finally, the impact of different parameters of the classic ACO on the results shown
by the defined diversity measurement techniques is shown and discussed. Finally, the
paper is concluded.
2. Enhancing diversity in ACO
The behavior of natural ant colonies was the inspiration for the ant colony optimiza-
tion algorithm, which was first described by Dorigo [8] for solving TSP and further
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In ACO algorithms, the optimization problem is considered to be a graph that
is based on a finite set of components and edges with assigned costs. This problem
also defines the restrictions and requirements that must be met by a path for it to be
considered to be a feasible solution. Among the feasible solutions, we are looking for
the optimal one; i.e., the one with the minimum cost, where the cost is a function of
the costs of the edges that form the path.
2.1. ACO variants
Since the first description of the ACO algorithm, a lot of variants have been devel-
oped. Below, we provide descriptions of the basic algorithm and their most important
modifications.
2.1.1. Ant System
In every iteration of an ACO algorithm, each agent (representing an ant) creates
a complete solution. Each ant starts in some initial vertex and travels through a graph
according to a probabilistic-decision rule. This rule assigns a probability (or attrac-
tiveness) of choosing a path from component i to j based on the edges’ costs and
pheromone trails. In the basic ACO algorithm – ant system (AS, [11]) – the attrac-










if j ∈ Ak
0 otherwise,
(1)
where τij(t) is the level of a pheromone (also called a trail) on edge (i, j), and ηij(t)
is the visibility of the edge (which can be defined as an inversed distance between
the cities in the case of TSP). The greater the product of τij and ηij , the more likely
it is that j will be chosen as the next city. The trail and visibility are weighted by
parameters α and β, respectively, and Ak is a set of allowed transitions for ant k in
its current state.
After the solution is constructed, the pheromone levels need to be updated. In
the classic AS version, the values of τij are modified at the end of each iteration
according to the following formula:




where ρ ∈ [0, 1) is the pheromone trail evaporation rate, and m is the number of ants.





if k-th ant uses edge (i, j)
0 otherwise,
(3)
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2.1.2. Elitist Ant System
A potential drawback of the AS algorithm that was noticed in [11] is that, during the
search process, all of the information about the best solutions found thus far is lost.
An improvement that was proposed in the same paper and described further in [23]
was to introduce an additional number of e “elitist” ants that report during each
iteration as if they have traversed the best solution found thus far by the algorithm.
Such a modification results in a minor change to the pheromone update formula:









L∗ if the best solution uses edge (i, j)
0 otherwise,
(5)
where L∗ is the cost of the best solution found thus far by the algorithm. In this way,
the paths that belong to the best solution will have higher pheromone levels. This
modification of the AS algorithm is called the elitist ant system (EAS).
2.1.3. Rank-based Ant System
The rank-based ant system (ASRank) [2] is an extension of EAS. It uses elitist ants
while also modifying the way the regular ants update their pheromone trails. The
solutions found from each iteration are ordered by their cost; only the m-best solutions
are taken into account in the pheromone-update process. The update value is also
weighted according to the solution’s rank µ. Usually, m = e−1; then, the pheromone
update formula is as follows:
τij(t + 1) = (1 − ρ)τij(t) +
e−1∑
µ=1







if the µth-best solution uses edge (i, j)
0 otherwise,
(7)
where Lµ is the tour length of the µth-best ant.
2.1.4. Max-Min Ant System
Another variant of the ACO algorithm, the max-min ant system (MMAS) [27], intro-
duces a few changes to the AS algorithm:
• values of pheromones limited to interval [τmin, τmax];
• initial values of pheromones set to τmax;
• after each iteration, only one ant updates pheromone levels - either best from
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The performance of the MMAS algorithm was further improved by the pheromone
trail-smoothing mechanism, which increases the pheromone trails proportionally to
their differences to τmax when the algorithm is very close to convergence. This mech-
anism can also be effectively applied to other elitist ant systems.
2.1.5. Ant Colony System
The ant colony system (ACS) [10, 20] differs from the previous variations in three
aspects:
• extended state transition rule;
• global updating rule applied only to edges from global-best solution;
• additional local updating rule.





il(t)} if q ≤ q0
S otherwise,
(8)
where q is a random number that is uniformly distributed in [0, 1], q0 is a parameter,
and S is a random component that is selected by using Formula (1). The state
transition rule favors short edges and edges with large levels of pheromones.
To make the search more directed, only the global-best solution is reinforced by
applying the standard formula after each iteration in the Global Updating stage. After
each state transition, each ant applies the Local Update:
τij(t + 1) = (1 − ρ)τij(t) + ρτ0, (9)
where τ0 is the initial pheromone level.
2.2. Exploration and exploitation balance
Just like with other meta-heuristics, ACO algorithms require us to keep an appropriate
balance between exploration and exploitation. Failing to take sufficient care in this
regard may lead to a premature convergence that hinders an in-depth exploration
of the solution space [12]. To prevent this from happening, ACO algorithms are
extended with various techniques. In the standard AS algorithm, this balance can
be controlled with the careful choice of the α and β parameters, which affect the
probability function that determines the next move of each ant. MMAS uses the
pheromone trail-smoothing mechanism, and the updates of the pheromones after each
iteration are either based on the total-best solution or the best solution in the iteration.
It is, however, recommended to first favor exploration by choosing the iteration’s best
solution and only then focus on the exploitation of the total-best solution. In ACS,
the ants sometimes select the next step according to the maximized value of τijη
β
ij
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2.2.1. Solution analysis
The effectiveness of any technique that is introduced to avoid a premature convergence
should not be assessed based solely on the results that are achieved by the modified
algorithm. Also, the automatic detection of the close-to-convergence state might be
advisable. Thus, it is necessary to be able to determine the state of the ants’ colony
by defining a measure of its diversity. One of the simplest approaches to this problem
is to evaluate the differences among a single iteration’s solutions, where a difference
can be defined as the quotient between the standard deviation and the average of the
tours’ lengths. This is called the variation coefficient [12]. Another way of measuring
the distance between two solutions is by counting the number of arcs that differentiate
one tour from the others. When the average distance between the solutions drops, this
means that preferred paths start to appear in the colony. However, there is a major
disadvantage of this measure – high computational complexity [12].
2.2.2. λ-branching
The author of [15] introduced a measure called λ-branching, which is based on
the distribution of the pheromone levels over the edges. For each component i,
the λ-branching factor is the number of arcs that are incident to it for which the
pheromone trail level satisfies the following condition:
τij ≥ τ imin + λ(τ imax − τ imin), (10)
where τmin and τmax are the minimal and maximal values, respectively, of the
pheromones on the arcs that are incident to i, and λ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter. The
average value of the λ-branching factor conveys the current level of the exploration
of the solution space. However, dependence on the value of λ is considered a disad-
vantage of this approach.
2.2.3. Selection entropy
Few diversity measures exist that are used to increase the self-adaptability of the
algorithms. Some of the known strategies are based on entropy; e.g., [4, 5, 7, 30, 31].




pij log pij , (11)
where pij is the probability of choosing arc (i, j) as given by Equation (1).
2.3. Summary
As the dimension of a combinatorial search space usually precludes the possibility of
using it for investigating diversity in a reasonable amount of time (cf. [18]), several
diversity measures that are based on the values of pheromone trails are proposed in
this paper to be the missing component in an ACO algorithm analysis.
The pheromone trails represent the state of a search conducted by a colony.
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3. ACO diversity measuring
The direct measuring of diversity in a discrete space is practically impossible. How-
ever, a “derivative” of the information that is contained in the search space (especially
that which is connected with the search abilities of the ants, resulting in their behavior
[exploration – when they actively search for new solutions, and exploitation – when
they fine-tune those already found) may be read from the pheromone table according
to the results presented in [28]. Thus the main goal of this paper is to define and test
some diversity measures based directly on an analysis of the pheromone table.
3.1. Pheromone Ratio (PR)
The number of pheromone-marked edges of the graph (those with pheromone levels
that are above a threshold value) should directly show the diversity of a search: when
a small number of edges are marked, the ants will only travel by using these edges and
possibly getting stuck in a local extremum. Otherwise, the ants will roam through
the entire graph when a large number of edges are marked. Therefore, we propose
treating pheromone dispersion as the first measure of diversity for ACO. In other
words, this measure is based on the ratio of the number of pheromone-marked edges
to the total number of edges:
PR = 100%
#{eij : τij > γ}
#E
, eij ∈ E, (12)
where E is a set of all graph edges, and γ is a threshold value.
The original measure introduced in [28] assumed a constant value of γ. This
caused the unreliable behavior of the measure for other variants of ACO because the
pheromones were initialized with positive values1.
Manually specifying the threshold values to get meaningful results is not a trivial
task because of its dependence on algorithm implementation. Therefore, we used a
modified PR measure where threshold γ is calculated at each iteration as the average






Summing up, the greater the value of PR, the better the diversity (more graph
edges have pheromone levels that are higher than average, which encourages explo-
ration). PR is a percentage-based measure.
1the JACOF library was used for the implementation and running of the systems described in
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3.2. Attractiveness Dispersion (AD)
The second measure is based on the attractiveness given by Eq. (1), as the ants
are directly driven by this value during their quests. In the extreme case where the
ants are randomly roaming everywhere (choosing directions with equal probabilities),
all of the edges would have equal attractiveness. Therefore, one can compute the
attractiveness of each edge and measure its dispersion throughout the whole graph.
If the dispersion (measured, for example, by the means of standard deviation) is
low, the attractiveness values tend to be close to the mean. If it is high, the values
are spread out over a wider range, and only small part of the graph is marked with
high attractiveness. Therefore, a second measure of diversity that is based on the
attractiveness of the edges is defined as follows:
AD = σ({τij}), ∀eij ∈ E, (14)
where σ stands for the standard deviation.
We use τij here instead of pij since the remaining parameters from Eq. (1) are
constant throughout the simulation.
Summing up, the lower the value of AD, the better the diversity (a high value
of AD would mean that there are only few edges marked with a sufficiently high
pheromone levels). Of course, the aim of using this measure is not that all of the
pheromones should have the same uniform level. This is a real-value-based measure,
which means a standard deviation that is computed for attractiveness for all of the
edges in the graph.
3.3. Attractiveness Ratio (AR)
The third measure is also based on attractiveness; however, the rationale for it is
different. If the ants have chosen only one solution (they have lost diversity), they
will travel only along one Hamiltonian in the graph. Therefore, only the edges that
belong to this Hamiltonian will have a positive attractiveness. Consequently, one can
compute the sum of the attractivenesses of the edges that belong to the current-best
solution and divide it by the sum of the attractivenesses of the other edges (as given





, (i, j) ∈ Eopt, (k, l) ∈ E \ Eopt, (15)
where Eopt is the set of edges of the current-best solution.
Summing up, the lower the value of AR, the better the diversity (similar to AD,
a high value of AR would mean that there are few edges marked with sufficiently high
levels of pheromones). Yet again, the aim of using this measure is not that all of the
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3.4. Graphical representation
In this work, we propose a graphical representation of the rationale behind the pre-
sented diversity measures (PR, AD, AR) that aims to facilitate their understanding
and develop the intuition as to why these measures are meaningful. We have chosen
to represent this information on an arbitrary graph by using the opacities, widths,
and colors of the edges.
a) b)
c)
Figure 1. Graphical representation of diversity metrics and final results for considered ACO
variants: a) pheromone levels as edge opacities; b) attractiveness values as edge widths;
c) red edges contained within current-best solution, and blue edges represent all other edges
Figure 1a represents the state of the pheromone table upon which PR is directly
based; the edges labeled τ0 are below-average pheromone levels, and those labeled τ1
are those that are above-average. In this case, PR is at 44% (as 4 out of 9 edges have
gathered more than the average levels of pheromones). Figure 1b representing AD
shows attractiveness as the width of an edge; three different levels of attractiveness
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ratio of thick-to-thin edges will lead to a loss of search diversity by the ants. Finally,
Figure 1c represents those edges that are labeled eb (b for best) that are contained
within an example Hamiltonian cycle (which can be a solution to the TSP problem)
as red, and all of the other edges that are labeled eo (o for other) as blue. The
attractivenesses gathered on the red edges divided by the sum of the attractivenesses
gathered on the blue edges forms the AR measure. The higher the AR measure is,
the more likely the ants will travel using the red eb edges (thus, losing the diversity
of their searches).
4. Experimental results
The experiments were conducted on the Prometheus supercomputer, which is a peta-
scale (2.4 PFlop) machine located in the AGH Cyfronet computing center in Krakow,
Poland. As of November 2017, Prometheus was ranked as the 77th-fastest supercom-
puter according to the TOP500 list. Prometheus is a cluster that is based on HP
Apollo 8000 nodes with Xeon E5-2680v3 CPUs working at 2.5GHz (each node having
24 physical cores, with 55,728 computing cores in total). The nodes are connected
via an InfiniBand FDR network. For the purpose of implementation, an open-source
implementation of different ACO-type algorithms (JACOF) was used. The diversity
was calculated at the daemon actions step of each iteration. Each experiment for the
classical ant system was repeated ten times, the values of the proposed measures were
shown as-is, and the quality of the obtained solutions were presented at the end of
the simulation using a box-and-whiskers plot. Experiments for other ACO versions
(ACS, EAS, ASRank, MMAS) were repeated 30 times.
The most important parameters of the classical ACO algorithm were as follows:
• Number of ants: {5, 20, 35, 50, 65, 80, 95, 100}, default 100;
• Number of iterations: 100;
• Pheromone influence on attractiveness: α ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, default α = 2.0;
• Distance influence on attractiveness: β ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, default β = 3.0;
• Pheromone evaporation rate: ρ ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.09, 0.13, 0.17}, default ρ = 0.01.
Similar ranges of parameters have been suggested to be advantageous by other
authors; see [22], for example.
The parameters for the other considered ACO variants were the same as above
(default values) except for the method-specific parameters, which are as follows:
• Local update rate (ACS): r = 0.1;
• Probability of unbiased exploitation (ACS): q0 = 0.9;
• Number of “elitist” ants (EAS): e = 30;
• Number of “elitist” ants (ASRank): e = 6.
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4.1. Experiments with different values of α
The graphs in Figure 2 show the dynamics of the diversity for the measurement meth-
ods described in Section 3. Considering all of the tested variants of the algorithm, it
is easy to see that, as in the case of most metaheuristics (and according to common
sense), the diversity values decrease as the simulation progresses. As stated in Sec-
tion 3, the PR measure is designed to be proportional, while AD and AR are inversely
proportional to the diversity of the ant population. These observations are consistent
with those presented in [12].
The case when α = 0 should be considered separately. In this situation, the ant
algorithm becomes greedy, considering only distance but not taking care of the levels
of the pheromones. Therefore, the search is the most diverse (high values observed on
two diversity measurement graphs – Figures 2a, 2c). However, this is not a desirable
configuration, as the algorithm ceases to “intelligently” seek the optimum; it becomes
similar to purely statistical Monte Carlo methods. In other words, it may be treated
as a heuristic algorithm but not a metaheuristic one anymore.
An apparent disturbance in Figure 2b will be seen later throughout the other
experiments. The proposed metrics are fine and statistically repeatable for most of the
observed configurations of the algorithm; however, when they become unstable, one
should consider building an ensemble metric instead of relying on an individual one.
Comparing the final solutions that are obtained for different values of α (see
Fig. 9a), it can be seen that the best solution (and, in fact, one that is quite close
to the global optimum for Berlin52 (75423) was observed for α = 2.0. The diversity
measure does not point out this value unanimously; however, the diversity that was
observed for the best configuration in the considered case lies somewhere in the middle
of the other diversity curves in all cases.
An interesting pattern can be seen in Figure 2c. For α = 5, the AR value quickly
increases at first and then starts to fall. It is understandable that larger values of α
make the algorithm more exploratory. Apparently, the algorithm very quickly locates
a suboptimal solution for the case of α = 5.0 while losing its primary diversity. It then
slowly turns to explore the other possibilities, thus causing a slow diversity increase.
4.2. Experiments with different values of β
Similar tendencies (high diversity in the beginning and lower in the end) are shown
in Figure 3, which present the diversity measures for different values of β. When this
parameter is equal to zero, the ACO becomes a random-walk algorithm; therefore,
this is not a desirable solution (even though the PR diversity is high).
It seems that the β parameter does not affect the final result to a large extent
(see Fig. 9b), as the observed differences are small; however, the best final quality
was still obtained for β = 2. Again, there is not a very direct connection between the
observed diversity dynamics and the final result (even though the AD was the highest
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a) PR for different values of α
b) AD for different values of α
c) AR for different values of α
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a) PR for different values of β
b) AD for different values of β
c) AR for different values of β
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a) PR for different values of ρ
b) AD for different values of ρ
c) AR for different values of ρ
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a) PR for different numbers of ants
b) AD for different numbers of ants
c) AR for different numbers of ants
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4.3. Experiments with different values of ρ
The diversity curves for different values of ρ exhibit similar dynamics as were described
in the previous subsections for the α and β parameters.
The tested values of ρ do not affect the final result of the simulation to a large
extent; however, the highest dispersion can be observed in the case of ρ = 0.09 (see
Fig. 9c). Moreover, if the pheromone persists longer, the PR diversity is higher
(cf. Fig. 4a).
The ρ value has a significant influence on the AR diversity; thus, it is an important
factor when modifying the other parameters of the ACO algorithm. It is easy to see
that the quick evaporation of the pheromone leads to a very early loss of diversity (cf.
Fig. 4c).
The AD measure (cf. Fig. 4b) was observed to be inversely proportional to
the value of ρ. This was caused by the overall lower levels of pheromones that were
contained in the graph due to the quicker evaporation.
4.4. Experiments with different numbers of ants
When observing the results that were obtained for different numbers of ants in the
simulation, the same trend as before is easy to see: the diversity decreases with
increased simulation time (see Fig. 5).
A quite predictable result is observed in the case of the AD measure (Fig. 5b);
namely, decreasing the number of ants increases the diversity. However, as in the case
of zero values for α and β, a minimal number of ants will not lead to the achievement
of good results (which is confirmed in Fig. 9d).
The AR diversity measure shown in Fig. 5c is quite similar for all of the tested
values of the numbers of ants. It is also quite predictable since the behavior of the ants
should be similar for the same search parameters, as they follow the same algorithm
regardless of their numbers.
The above observation is also true for the PR measure (see Fig. 5a); this is most
likely due to the same explanation.
4.5. Experiments with different ACO variants
Figure 6 shows the changes in the PR measure for each tested modification to the
classic algorithm. It can be seen that these variants brought significant changes in
the observed trends. In the case of ACS (see Fig. 6a), diversity increases with each
iteration; this suggests a good exploration of the search space by the ACS variation,
which is specifically aimed at by the introduction of its pseudo-random-proportional
rule. The graphs for EAS and ASRank show similar behaviors (see Figs. 6b and 6c);
this is to be expected, as they operate on very similar premises. These results indicate
that PR can be successfully used to measure diversity across different ACO flavors.
The AD measures for the different ACO modifications shown in Fig. 7 can be
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observed that ACS exhibits the best performance in respect to this measure (see Fig.
7a). Also, each tested ACO variation (with the exception of EAS) performed better
than the classical approach.
Considering the AR measure, we found that each tested ACO variant converges
at a much slower rate than the classical algorithm (see Figs. 8, 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c). Again,
we observed the strong performance of ACS (see Fig. 8a); moreover, its AR value
stayed at a nearly constant level throughout the simulation. For the other ACO
modifications, the diversity measure grew with a very similar trend to the classical
approach with ρ = 0.01 (cf. Fig. 4c), albeit at a much slower pace.
Except for ACS, we can see that each tested ACO modification performed signif-
icantly worse than the classical approach (see Fig. 9e). This was likely caused by the
specific character of the Berlin52 problem, in which good results are achieved with
high exploitation and low exploration of the solution space.
4.6. Remarks on parameter values
Summarizing, the following tendencies can be observed concerning the ACO param-
eter values:
1. If α is too high as compared to β, algorithm tends to show stagnation behavior
without finding good solutions;
2. If α is too low, algorithm operates like stochastic multi-greedy algorithm;
3. If ρ value is high, pheromone evaporates too fast and algorithm cannot exploit
positive feedback. If ρ is too small, there is danger of early convergence of
algorithm.
Other studies [2] have shown similar dependencies.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6. PR measures for considered ACO modifications: a) Ant Colony System; b) Elitist
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 7. AD measures for considered ACO modifications: a) Ant Colony System; b) Elitist
Ant System; c) Rank-based Ant System; d) Max-Min Ant System
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8. AR measures for considered ACO modifications: a) Ant Colony System; b) Elitist









Figure 9. Final results of Berlin52 problem obtained for ACS for different algorithm pa-
rameter values – final results for all tested algorithms: a) different values of α; b) different
values of β; c) different values of ρ; d) different numbers of ants; e) different ACO variations
5. Conclusion
In this work, we studied the population diversity of the ACO algorithm and its variants
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behavior of these measures for the different parameter settings and known algorithm
modifications.
Specifically, we have:
• refined and stabilized the method that was first sketched out in [28] regarding
the evaluation of the diversity of a population of computing ants;
• extended and detailed the obtained results for classic ACO and applied the de-
fined diversity measures to other popular and efficient ACO algorithms;
• carefully analyzed the results and concluded that the defined diversity measures
were useful when their trends are observed;
• come to the conclusion that, although the findings are sound and repeatable, an
ensemble classification that is based on many proposed diversity measures may
be needed to properly evaluate the diversity – this should be included in any
future work plans;
• established that, for each of the used alternative ACO algorithms, the pheromone
levels were processed differently so that the ranges of the values of the diversity
measures were different – however, comparing the trends can supply us with
meaningful information.
Based on an analysis of the pheromone table, we can conclude that our diversity
measures might be very helpful to support the maintenance of a balance between
exploitation and exploration in ant colony optimization-type algorithms.
Diversity curves show the dynamics of a population; thus, the diversity descends
with simulation time in most cases. Moreover, populations with medium dynamics of
the diversity measures produce better final results. This follows the expected behavior
of stochastic search methods – when the moves in a search space are sudden and their
amplitudes are high, the optimal solution may be passed by. On the other hand,
too-small movements might lead to a premature convergence. Ergo, a compromise of
these of these extreme cases should be achieved.
There are obvious non-trivial relationships between the different parameters of
ACO and the diversity measures. In few cases, a direct connection between the
diversity measures and the final quality was observed, so further work is required
in the future that involves data farming or variance-based sensitivity analysis, for
example [1]. However, the trends presented by the diversity curves confirmed many
reasonable behaviors of the ants (e.g., the exact value of the evaporation coefficient
predictably affected the AR measure).
6. Future work
In the future, we plan to deal with auto-adaptive algorithms in the context of ACO
to leverage our diversity measures. Also, we would like to test other flavors of ACO
(e.g., distributed ACO with a higher number of ants [25] or desynchronized ACO in an
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The proposed measures have been tested on a single instance of TSP (berlin52 )
that included a small number of nodes. In the future, we plan to extend our tests to
larger instances of TSP and/or other problems.
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